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with infinite matrices (A — which are bounded in the sense that
they transform square summable sequences on the sequences with the same 
property.

Invertibility. An opertor A is called invertible if there exists a bounded 
opertor B  such that AB  = BA = I  (I - the identity operator), in this case 
for each vector y there exists a vector x which the unique solution of the 
equation Ax  = y. The solution is not only unique but depends continously 
on the vector y. If an operator A is not invertible then the equation Ax  = y 
may share only some of these properties— we shall come back to this aspect 
after introducing some definitions.

Operator A is called:
i) right, invertible'if there exists a bounded operator B  such that AB  =

ii) left invertible if there exists operator B  such that BA  = /,
iii) essentially right invertible if there exists operator B such that the 

operator A B  — I  is a compact operator,
iv) essentially left invertible if there exists operator B  such that the 

operator B A  — I  is a compact operator,
v) essentially invertible if it is essentially left and essentially right in-

vertible.
Essentially invertible operators are called Fredholm operators, while the 

operators which are essentialy left or essentially right invertible are called 
semifredhom operators.

The Atkinson theorem explains when operator is essentially right (left) 
invertible: operator A is essentially right (left) invertible if ran A (- the 
range of A) is a closed subspace and clef A < oc (null A < oo). clef A is the 
codimension of the range of A, null A— the dimension of the kernel of A. 
The relation null A* = def A often simplifies counting of the defect of an 
operator.

It often happens in practice that the equation Ax = y has not a solution 
for each vector y and even if the solution exists it may be not unique. If 
the operator A is essentially invertible then this equation may be improved. 
We consider only some left sides (j/ E ran A) looking for the solutions only 
in some subspace. For example if def A = n, null A = m then we can find 
linear functionals / j , . . . ,  /n, r/j, . . . ,  grn and we solve the following problem:

For a given vector y such that fi{y) - 0 i = 1. 2 , . . . , in we look for
vector x such that Ax  - y and g3(x ) = 0 (j  = 1, 2, . . . ,  n ). With appropriate 
choice of the functionals fa and g,j the improoved equation is well posed— it 
has always a unique solution which depends continously on the right hand 
side. We can find here some resamblarice with differential equations -  the 
boundary conditions are used there instead of the functionls ejj.
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As an example of a left invertible operator which is not right invertible we 

consider operator S which transforms square summable sequences to the se-

quences with the same property and is defined as follows: S(xi, ;r2, 0:3, .. .) = 

(0, 2:1,012,̂3, • • •} the operator S* 5'*(or1, £3,3:3, • • •} = (0:3,0:3, o;4 . . .) is one 
of its left inverses. This operator is simultaneuosly an essentially right inverse 

of S {{SS* - I)(x 1,0:2,013,...) = (-0:1,0,0,0,...)). As a simple example 

of a left invertible operator without essentially right inverse is the opera-

tor V acting in the same space and defined as follows: V(oq, 0:2,,0:3,...) = 

(0, o,‘i, 0, xo, 0, ar3,0,...).

If the operator A is essentially left or right invertible then the diference 

null A — def A is called its index and is denoted by ind A. An index of an 

operator may attain the integer values, 00 and —00. For the defined above 

operators we have ind A = —1, ind I7 = —00. The important properties 

of the operator index are its continouity and invariantability for compact 

perturbations of operators, that is if an index is defined for an operator 

A (and lienee the operator is essentially right or left invertible) and the 

operator B is sufficiently close to it (j|A — B|| is sufficiently small) then 

ind A — ind B, for each compact operator K ind(A + K) = ind A.

However the functions null A and def A which define the index are not 

coutinous functions of an opertor. Consider operators Ae which acts in 

1-2—the space of square summable sequences defined by S£(xi, Xo, 0-3, ■ • ■) = 

(foq, 0:3,0:3, 0:4 . . .). We.have null Ao — i — def Ao and null As = 0 = def Ae 

if £ / 0. The functions null and def are however upper semicontinous, that 

is if operator B is sufficiently close to A then null B < null A, def B < def A; 

in our example null Ae < null Ao, def As < def Ao.

In the sequel we shall use the notation min ind A = min{null A, def A}. 

If operator A has an index (finite or infinite) then min ind A is a finite 

nonnegative integer, knowledge of the numbers ind A and min ind A allows 

easily compute null A and def A. The function min ind makes formulation of 

some theorems more simple, for example instead of saying that the functions 

null A and def A are upper semicontinous functions of the operator A it 

suffices to say the same about the function min ind A.

Spectra of operators. I11 a finite dimensional space the spectrum of 

an operator (matrix) is the set of all those complex numbers A that the 

equation (A — XI )x = 0 has a nonzero solution, i.e. the set of all those 

complex numbers A that the operator A — XI is noninvertible. This second 

property servs as the definition of the spectrum of operators acting in the 

infinite dimensional space. The spectrum is denoted by <r( A), its complement 

C \ (j{ A) (C denotes the complex plane) is called the resolvent set and is 

denoted by p(A). Due to the fact that an operator may by noninvertible 

from various reasons we may consider additionally various kind of spectra:
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i) ar (A )— the right spectrum— the set of all those complex numbers 
A that the operator A — XI is not right invertible,

ii) <Ji{A)— the left spectrum— the set of all those A that A — XI is not. 
left invertible,

ii) crer(A)— the right essential spectrum— set of A that A — XI is not 
essentially right invertible,

iv) aei(A)— the left essential spectrum— set of A that A — XI is not 
essentially left invertible,

v) ap'(A ) = aei(A )\Jaer{A )— essential Fredholm spectrum, ( called also 
Calkin spectrum), its compliment in C is called Fredholm domain 
of the operator A and is denoted by pp(A). Pf {A) is the set of all 
those numbers A that the operator A — XI has a finite index and 
hence is essentially invertible, essentially invertible operators are 
called Fredholm operators.

vi) <j s- f {A) = crei{A ) fl crer{ A)— essential Wolf spectrum, the comple-
ment of the essential Wolf spectrum is called semifredholm domain 
of the operator and we denote it by ps-p(A)  for A 6 /9s__p(A) op-
erator A — XI has defined an index, (finite or infinite).

vii) aw (A )— Weyl essential spectrum— this is this part of spectrum 
which is invariant for compact perturbations of A, cr*v'(̂ -) =
fltfe/c + A ).

viii) <Jd{A)— discrete spectrum—  roughly speaking this is this part of 
the spectrum which resemble the characteristic of an eigenvalue 
of an operator acting in a finite dimensional space, and precisely 
this is the set of all those points A E <r(A) that there exists two 
invariant subspaces of operator A ‘H\ and H\ , first one is finite 
dimensional, such that H\ + ‘H\ is all the space, <t (A|^a) = {A}, 
<7(.A|* ) = cr( A) \ {A}. This deffinition implies that A is an isolated 
point of spectrum and belongs to the Fredholm domain of A. An 
equivalent definition is cr(i(A) = <r( A) fl p_p(A) fl p(A).

ix) c t b(A)— Browder essentiall spectrum— it arrises by exclusion from 
the spectrum the points of discrete spectrum, (Tb {A) = <r(A) \ 
0 d(A).

x) crri{A) = ar(A) Pi cti( A )— one sided spectrum, its compliment to C 
is denoted by pri(A).

All these kind of spectra are studied in literature, there exists operators 
for which each of sort of spectrum is distinct. In finite dimensional space all 
essential spectra would be the empty sets and all the others the same.

Singular points. The continouity of an index of an operator implies 
that the function ind(A — XI), called the indexing function of operator A is 
a continous function of A in the semifredholm domain of operator A. This
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implies that the sets pn = {A G ps_F -,md{A — XI) = n} on which it takes 
the value n are open. And what about the function min ind( A — XI) defined 
on the same domain ? We know that this function is upper semicontinous, 
hence lim supA minind( A — XI) < min ind(,4 — pi).  This inequality is 
easy to get, more precise investigations show that the set of discontinouitv 
of niinincl(A — XI) is the set of isolated points— we call this set the set of 
singular pionts of A and denote by pss_F(A). Thus if II is a component of 
the semifredholm domain of A then the indexing function is constant on this 
set and the function minind(/l — XI) is also constant with the exclusion of 
singular points in O. The set of these pionts is at most countable'and since 
each point is isolated they may accumulate only at the boundary of the set 11. 
The behaviour of the operator A —XI reminds the behaviour of this operator 
at the points of its discrete spetrum. Namely if A is a singular point of A then 
we can find two complementary invariant subspaces of operator A, H\ and 
H\ ('H\ T H\ is the whole space, ‘H\ fl 'H\ = {0},A7Ta C ‘H\, A'H\ C ’H\) 
from which the first one is finite dimensional and such that (t (A| ^a) = 
{A}, while the operator A|^ has the same essential spectra and the same 
indexing function as the operator A, the functions minind(A|.^ — pi)  and 
minind(/l — p i )differ only at the point A. A is now not a singular point of 
A|^ . The dimension of 'H\ is called the multiplicity of a singular point A.

Note that the discrete spectrum may be defined as the set of all those 
singular points, which have an annual neighbourhood (disc without center) 
contained in the resolvent set, crd{A) = pss_F {A) D p(A).

Returning to essential spectra let us note that they differ between them-
selves on the components of the semifredholm domain, these components fill 
some holes in the essential Wolf spectrum. Thus we have the relations:

<t f ( .4 ) = < w ( 4  ) U />-“ ( A ) U P+“ U ) ,
oo

vw{A)  = aF {A) U pn{A),
71=  — 'DO

o-b {A) = <Jw[A) U (p°( A) \ p{ A)).

We shall ilustrate the above relations with few examples. This examples 
show also how spectra may change with small perturbation of an opeator

Ex a mpl e  1. We consider operators S£ acting in U (the space of square 
summable sequences)

71

S e (,! i , Ao • .'l;i i • • •) ^ 'y   ̂ O'^.j , X 1, ,t 2 , . . • , .Cn_ i  , <5:1'/),, '■>'n -{-1 , -(- 2 ' • • •

j - i
Each of the operators S£ is a finite dimensional perturbation of the op-
erator S considered before. One can show that the Wolf spectrum of S
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is the unit circle ({a: E C; |.~| = 1}). ind(5' — A 1 ) = —1 if |A| < 1, and 
ind(S — XI) = minind(,S’ — XI) = 0 if |A| > 1. Thus the spectrum of S 
consists from the unit disc. The Wolf essential spectra and the indexing 
functions of the operators S and Se are the same. In order to find singu-
lar points of operators Se it suffices to find their eigenvalues. Making some 
not lo much complicated calculations one can see that if £ = 0 then A is 
an eigenvalue of 6'o if and only if w( A) = An a i ^  = O' the eigen-
vectors are then of the form o(An~1, An~2, . . . ,  A, 1, 0 , 0,. . .),  where a is an 
arbitrary complex number. If £ /  0 then A is an eigenvalue of Ss if and 
only if w{ X) = 0 and |A| > 1 and all the respective eigenvectors are of the 
form a(An_1, A” -2. . . . ,  A, 1, A- 1 , A-2, A-3, ...}. Thus in the case when the 
polynomial w{ X) has all the roots lying inside the unit circle then the opera-
tor ,5’o has singular values inside the unit circle, while none of the operators 
Se (£ 7̂  0) has singular points inside the unit circle, although the norm 
||,5'o — S s11 = |f| may be arbitrary small.

Ex a mp l e  2 . This time we shall consider operators Ts acting on the space 
of the square summable biinfinite sequences.

n
T e (. . . , X _2 , X —i , X o , i , X 2 , . . .) , X _ i , £ ^  ̂C\ j X j  , 3. i , X‘2 i X̂ 3, . . .  ̂,

.7 =  0

(we separate with semicolon positively indexed elements of the sequence 
from the others). Each of the operators Ts is a one dimensional perturba-
tion of the unitary operator T  (T{ . . . ,  x_i , .To; .xq, xo, . . . )  = ( . . . ,  X- \ , x q , aq; 
a;o,a*3,...)). The unit circle is the spectrum of T and simultanously its es-
sential spectrum. This implies that the unit circle is also the Wolf, Weyl and 
Fredholm (however as we shall see in a moment not always Browder) essen-
tial spectrum of Te and that for | A j ^ 1 ind(7A — XI) = ind(T — XI) — 0 . It is 
rather easy to see that none of the operators Te (£— arbitrary complex num-
ber) has eigenvalues outside the unit circle, while the point A lying inside 
the unit circle is an eigenvalue of Te if and only if ew[ X) = £ oq-A7 = 0 
and the respective eigenvector has then the form a ( . . . ,  0, 0, 1; A, A2, A3, ...). 
Thus with £ — 0 nuH(7() — XI) = 1 for every A with |A| < 1, therefore 
the operator Tq has no singular points and the full unit disc is its essential 
Browder spectrum. In the case s /  Q and |A| < 1 we have null(T,r — XI) = 0 
if and only if w{ X) ^ 0 . If w{ X) = 0 then null( Te — XI) = 1. Thus if the 
polynomial w(X) has roots inside the unit circle then these roots form the 
discrete spectrum of Te (£ ^ 0 ), and only the unit circle is the Browder 
essential spectrum of Te.

This example shows that small and finite dimensional perturbations of 
an operator may make the essential Browder spectrum of an operator void 
and simultaneuosly enlarge the discrete spectrum.
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Example 3. We shall consider operators in the Hilbert space elements 

of which are infinite matrices with square summable entries. We define op-

erators V£

" X11 X ] 2 X13 ■  0 0  0 ~

X 21 X 2 2 X-23 £.2*11 sx12  c X 13

X 31 X32 X33 : X 21 X 2 2 X23

•'Mi X40 •'■43 X31 X32  X33

Setting xi = {x\̂ ,:*‘2,3,.. .)7 we can represent operator V£ as a direct sum 

of operators S£,

Vs(xi,x2, • • •) = {S£xi, Ssx2, Sex3,...),

where Se(xi,x2,X3,. . .) = (0, X\, x2, ■ • •)• Operator S£ is a special case of 

operator considered in Example 1. The kernel of the operator V£ — XI con-

sists from the vectors of the form (aq, *2, • • •), where xt £ ker( S£ — XI) 

and II33 ill2 < 00• In the similar way we may represent the range of the
operator V£ — XI. This implies that null (Eg — XI) = 00 • null( S£ — XI), 

def (Eg — XI) = 00 • def(SE — XI) (with convention 0 ■ 00 = 0). The quan-

tity null (S£ — XI) has been calculated in Example 1, an cl clef (S£ — XI) = 

null(,5'e — XI) — incl( Sc — XI), The index of S£ — XI we know too. Now it is 

easv to check that

null( Vq — XI) =
00,

0,

if A — 0,

if A ̂ 0, | A| / 1,
def (Vo

while for operators V£ with £ / 0 we have

XI) =
00 if | A | < 1,

0,  if j Aj > 1,

null(E£ - A) = 0,  if |A|  ̂1, def (Eg - A /) =
0,  if | A| > 1, 
00, i f | A | < 1.

The above implies that the essential Wolf spectrum of Bq consists from 

the unit circle and its center. However for e  ̂0 the Wolf spectrum of V£ 

constits only from the unit circle. The operators E and Eg may be arbitrary 

close since ||E — VTj| = |<s|.

Example 4. We shall consider operators VEe which are direct sums of 

operators Te which were considered in Example 2.

TEe(a;i,aj2,aj3,...) = (T£x1,T£x2,T£x3,...),

Xi — (. . . , X — 1 ̂  , .l“i g, Xo 5 i, • • •)  ,

T£(.. ., .t_i, .1*0; .t’i, x‘2,. ..) = (• • •, :r_o, x~\, £Xq, .cq; a*2, ̂3,. . .}.

Arguing in a, similar way as in Example 2 one can check that the unit disc 

is the spectrum (and also Wolf essential spectrum) of Wo, while only the 

unit circle is simultaneously the spectrum and the essential spectrum of the
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operator W£ for £ fi 0 . While in Example 3 Fredholm essential spectrum 
of Vo was unchanged under small perturbations considered there in this 
example small perturbations of Wo make this spectrum dissapear from the 
interior of the unit disc.

Perturbation theorems. With knowledge that small perturbations 
of semifredholm operator do not change its index and do not increase its 
minind the following theorem may be proved (see e.g. [3]).

T h e o r e m 1. Suppose that D is a closed subset of the semifredholm do-
main of operator A. Then there exists a positive number £ such that if oper-
ator B satisfies \\A — B\\ < £ then the set D is contained in the semifredholm 
domain of B and ind(B  -  XI) = ind(,4 -  XI) for every X £ D. Moreover if 
D does not contain singular points of A then the number £ may be chossen 
in such a way that min ind(P — XI) < min ind( A — XI) for all X £ I) and 
every operator B such that ||,4 — B\\ < £.

Considering in the above theorem a set D which is a complement of an 
open set containing Wolf essential spectrum the following corrollary may be 
obtained:

If U is an open neighbourhood of the Wolf essential spectrum of operator A 
then there exists a positive number £ such that the essential Wolf spectrum, 
of every operator B  such that ||A — B\\ < £ is contained in the set U.

In this corrollary the words essential Wolf spectrum may be replaced by 
spectrum, Fredholm essential spectrum and each other defined before with 
one exclusion discrete spectrum.

Second perturbation theorem says that the components of Freedholm 
essential spectrum are upper semicontinous.

T h e o r e m 2. IfU  is an open set and its intersection with essential Fred-
holm spectrum of operator A is a nonvoid closed set then there exists a 
positive £ such that the essential Fredholm spectrum of every operator B 
such that ||i? — /I|| < £ has a nonvoid intersection with the set U.

Similar theorem is true for ordinary spectrum and also for some sorts 
of spectra byt not for the Wolf essential spectrum. This has been shown in 
Example 3 .

Above theorems says in which way can behave the spectrum of a per-
turbed operator, with small perturbations. Its Wolf (Fredholm,...) spectrum 
cannot grow too large and the components of the Fredholm essential spec-
trum cannot vanish. These theorems, however, do not answer the question: 
how may change the spectrum with small perturbations of an operator?
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Singular points of approximating operators. The discrete spectrum 
with small perturbations of an operator behaves in a similar way as the 
spectrum of a perturbed matrix:

T h e o r e m 3. If A is a point of a discrete spectrum and II its open neigh-
bourhood which does not contain any other points of spectrum (for example 
sufficiently small disc with center at A) then each operator B sufficiently 
close to A has in U only the part of its discrete spectrum and moreover the 
sum of multiplicities of all the eigenvalues of B  is equal to the multiplicity 
of the eigenvalue A of A.

Definitions of discrete and singular points of spectra are very similar. 
The reason for which discrete points are selected from the set of singular 
points are their properties— singular points which are not discrete points 
may completely dissappear under small perturbations of an operator, while 
the discrete ones may be perturbed only.

However Theorem 3 may be partially generalized for singular points with 
annulal neighbourhood in the set pri{A) (- the set of those complex numbers 
p where the operator A — p i  is left or right invertible).

T h e o r e m 4. Suppose that A is a singular point of operator A and U C 
Pri(A) its annual neighbourhood. Then each operator B sufficiently close to 
A may have in U only a finite number of points of its one sided spectrum 
(crri(B) fl U is a finite set) moreover every such point is a singular point of 
B and the sum of all the multiplicities of singular points of B which lie in 
U cannot be greater then the multiplicity of A— as a singular point, of A.

Example 2 shows that this theorem cannot be stronger. This exhaust 
all the possibilities of a generalization of the theorem on the approxima-
tion of the points of discrete spectrum. This has been shown in Example 
2— approximating operators had singular points although the approximate 
operator had no such points.

Cited below an elegant result of Constantin Apostol shows how much 
the above two theorems are exact and how much general is the situation in 
Example 1.

A po s t o l  T h e o r e m [1]. For each operator A and any number e  > 0 
there exists compact operator K  such that || A'|| < e and the operators A 
and A + K  have the same discrete spectrum and moreover min ind( .4 + K -  
XI )  = 0 for every A £ P s - f { A)\og{A)  (since K  is compact the semifredholm 
domains of operators A and A + K  are the same).

The corrected operator ,4+ 1\ has no singular points exept those which are 
the points of its discrete spectrum. It has also other pleasant properties— its 
essential Wevl spectrum is the same as its essential Browder spectrum, the
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equality min ind (A + K  — XI) = 0 says that the operator A + K  — XI is left 
or right invertible.

Inspecting the proof of Apostol Theorem and using the idea of Example 
2 the theorem about spoiling the spectrum may be proved.

T h e o r e m 4. For any set l o  of isolated, pionts contained in ps_jr{A) \ 
Prl{ A) there exists a compact operator K  with arbitrary small norm such 
that the set uDcr^A) is the set of all the singular points of operator A + K .

Theorems presented above give full characterization of possible be-
haviour of singular points under small compact perturbations of an operator 
and also of that wliat happens in the semifredliolm domain of operator .4 
while it is perturbed (as we know small perturbations do not dismiss this 
domain).

Now we have clear situation with singular points and we should study 
how the essential Wolf spectrum and and the indexing function may change 
with small perturbations of an operator. The indexing function is described 
by the sets pk(A) on which it attains value k ( —oo < k < oo). Thus we 
have to study assymptotical behaviour of the essential Wolf spectrum and 
the sets pk of the sequence of operators converging to the given opertor A.

Accumulation points of sequence of sets. In order to solve the 
problem: how do behave essential Wolf spectra and the sets pk we have to 
define firstly what we should understand by distance of closed sets (such are 
the spectra) and open sets (such are the sets pk), that is to introduce the 
appropriate topology.

The essential Wolf spectrum of each operator is a nonempty compact 
subset of the complex plain. Between any two nonvoid compact subsets 
F, G  C C the Ha.usdorff distance d(F,G)  is the smallest positive number 
d such that for any point f  € F  a point g £ G may be found such that 
|/ — g\ < d, and similarity for any g £ G there exists / £ F  such that 
|/ — g\ < d. The space of nonvoid compact subsets of the complex plane 
C with this topology is a metric space, bounded and closed subset of this 
space is a compact metric space. We are in this position when studying 
essential Wolf spectra of the sequence A n of operators converging to some 
operator A, The essential Wolf spectra of operators A n are contained in the 
disc A supMn|| with center 0 and radius sup||An||.

The distance between open sets cannot be defined in the same way (the 
distance between an open disc and the same disc without center would be 
0 ). However using the facts that the complement of an open set is a closed 
one and intersection of any closed subset of the complex plane and the disc 
K r  is a compact subset of C, as a definition between two open sets and
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fto we can take

(k (f t i , ft2) = sup d{ K r  \ ft i , K r  \ ft2). 
r > o

To make this definition well defined we have to restrict its use to the sets 
which are not all the complex plane and moreover use only to the sets f t i , ft2 
bounded either to the sets which contain the exterior of some disc K r . When 
we consider the sequence {An} of operators convergent to operator A then 
the quantities d(Kfi\pk( A?l), Kpt\pk{An)) do not depend on R > supn ||An||, 
(-00 < k < 00) and d0{pk{An), pk(Am) ) = d(KR \ pk{An), K r \ pk(Am)); 
from the sequence {pk{An)}n a convergent subsequence may be selected, 
that is we can find an open set ft such that for some subsequence we have 
<'/o(ft, pk{ d/H )) — 0 with n — 00.

Now it clear in which sense we can talk about assymptotical behaviour 
of the essential Wolf Spectra and the sets pk of operators approximating 
given operator A. We want to describe all such families consisting from a 
closed set a and open sets pk (—00 < k < 00) which are limits of <j s- f { An), 
pk(An) (respectively) for some convergent sequence {An} of operators.

For any operator A we have the folowing relations between the sets 
° s- f (A ), pk(A ) (-00 < k < 00):

i) the boundary of the set pk{A) is contained in the essential Wolf 
spectrum of A,

ii) the sets pk{A) are disjoint,
iii) the sets as-p{A)  and pk{A) (—00 < k < 00) cover all the complex 

plane.
If we have an inhnit number of colors of paint we could paint with them 

the complex plane— the Wolf spectrum on black, and each of teh sets pk{A) 
in a different color. Such a picture we shall call spectral picture of operator 
A and denote by (crs_p( A), pk{ A); —00 < k < 00). If we have any sequence 
of uniformly bounded operators (sup||An|| < 00) then with the diagonal 
method we can chosse a subsequence (lets call it again {.4 n}) such that 
each of the sequences of sets {<rs_/AAn)}n, {pk{An)}n (—00 < k < 00) is 
convergent.

D e f i n i t i o n . Any family of sets (cr,pk\ —00 < k < 00) we shall call 
a limit spectral picture of A if there exists a sequence of operators {An} 
convergent to A such that d(n, cts- f { An)) — 0, and d0{pk, pk{An)) -+ 0 
( — 00 < k < 00).

Obviously the set a should be closed and nonempty and the sets pk open. 
It is easy to show with help of the definition of convergence of sets and 
the properties of the spectral picture of an operator that the limit spectral 
picture {cr,pk\ —00 < k < 00) should satisfy the following conditions:
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a) the sets a and pk (—00 < k < 00) are disjoint,
b) the boundary of each of the sets pk is contained in a.
c) the set C\((7lf(j£“ ^ Pk) 's an open set and its boundary is contained 

in <r, (in contrary to the spectral picture the limit spectral picture 
need not to cover all the conilex plane).

Perturbation theorems imply further properties.
d) pk C pk( A ), (00 < k < 00),
e) the set p~°° U p+co has a nonvoid intersection with each component 

of the essential Fredholm spectrum of A.
Condition (e) may be replaced by: a has nonvoid intersetction with each 

component of the essential component of the essential Fredholm spectrum of 
A, however Fredholm spectrum cannot be replaced by Wolf spectrum— this 
has been shown in the Example 3 .

The above conditions, which are to be satisfied by any limit spectral 
picture of an operator are implied by definition of this picture and classical 
perturbation theory. Are these condtions sufficient for (cr,pk; — oc < k < 00) 
to be a limit spectral picture of A? This realy hard problem is solved with 
help of the AHV Theorem (Constantin Apostol, Domingo Herrero, Dan 
Voiculescu), moreover in a beautifull and effective way.

Closure of the similarity orbit. AIIV Theorem characterizes similar-
ity orbits of some bounded operators. The similarity orbit of an operator A 
is the set of operators of the form S A S * 1, where S is an invertible operator. 
I11 the finite dimensional case two operators (matrices) are similar if and only 
they have he same Jordan canonical form. The closure of the similarity orbit 
of a matrix A may be easily characterized: it consits from all the matrices, 
a Jordan form of which may be obtained from the Jordan canonical form 
of A by replacing some overdiagonal elements by zeros. For example Jordan 

/  A 1 0 \ /  A 0 0 \ /  A 0 0 \
block Jo A l j  may be replaced by | 0 A 1 I or | 0 A 0 J. Without

\ 0 0 A /  \ 0 0 A /  \ 0 0 A /
use of Jordan form one may say that operator B belongs to the closure of the 
similarity orbit of the matrix A if and only if null (A — A I ) n < null (5  — A/)n 
for all A £ C and all natural number N .

An infinite dimensional case is not so simple and is not finally solved, 
the troubles concern isolated points of the essential Fredholm spectrum. If 
A is such a point for operator T  then compact perturbatin of this operator 
may be represented as the direct sum N\ QM\  in which essential Fredholm 
spectrum of N\ consists only from the point A and the operator M\ -  AI  is 
essentially invertible. AHV theorem concerns such the operators T that for 
any point A of their essential Fredholm spectrum the operator (N — AI ) n is 
not compact for any natural number n.
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AHV T h e o r e m [2]. If T shares the above property then operator A lies 
in the closure of the similarity orbit o fT  (i.e. there exist invertible operators 
Sn such that || A -  ,S'n7 ’,S'“ J|| —> 0 ) if and only if and ony if:

i) cr('T) C cr(Ti) and every component of a (A) has a nonvoid intersec-
tion with &{T),

ii) if A G cr,j (A ) then A G og{T) and multiplicities of X as the operator 
A and T are the same,

iii) <Jp'{T) C o-p{A) and every component of ap(A) has a nonvoid inter-
section with <jp(T),

iv) p s_f (A) C p s- f {T) and ind(A — XI) = ind(T — A/), for all X G 
v s- f (A),

v) minind(T — AI ) k > minind(T -  AI ) k for every X G ps-p{A) and 
every natural number k.

The conditions i)-v) are easily obtained from perturbation theorems as 
necessary conditions for A belonging to the closure of the similarity orbit 
of T. The proof that these conditions are also sufficient needs deep under-
standing of the structure of linear transformations in Hilbert space.

Now we may come back to our problem of limit spectral pictures of op-
erator. Suppose that we have a compact set cr and open sets pk which satisfy 
necessary conditions a)-e)— the necessary conditions for that these sets form 
a limit spectral picture of operaotr A. We put pf = C\(<j U1J^1 _00 pk). Now 
we can find operators Tn which satisfy conditions of the AHV Theorem such 
that crs- p( Tn) = a, pk(Tn) = pk, for k /  n, pn{Tn) = pk U pr. It follows 
from the AHV Theorem that we can find invertible operators Sn such that 
||/l — SnTnSf^ || < ^ . This implies that (a, pk\ — oo < k < oo) is a, limit 
spectral picture of operator A. Thus we have shown the following theorem.

Li mi t  Spe c t r a l  P i c t u r e  T h e o r e m. The conditions a)-e) are neces-
sary and sufficient for that the sets a , pk form a limit spectral picture of 
operator A.

The AHV Theorem allows also to get corrolaries concerning assymptoti- 
cal behaviour of other kinds of spectra of approximating operators and their 
singular points. One can see that all these spectra of approximating opera-
tors may behave arbitrary if only they satisfy the conditions implied by the 
perturbation theorems.
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